Mule Hide TPO Certified Contractor Warranty Program
Training requirements may include attendance at a training seminar and a commitment to a training session for the
contractor's crew(s). A review of the Contractor's workmanship on completed roofing projects will be requested and
documented by the Mule-Hide Territory Manager. MULE HIDE BROCHURE
Only Warranty Eligible Contractors can apply for Mule-Hide System Warranties (Labor and Material) and Mule-Hide’s 20-Year
Single-Ply Roof System Limited Warranty for Commercial Buildings, System (labor and material) Warranties and Coatings
System Warranties. It is the contractor's responsibility to contact Mule-Hide should they wish to be able to obtain System
Warranties.

TPO
TPO Thermoplastic polyolefin (TPO) is the fastest-growing segment of the commercial roofing industry. In southern climates,
TPO is effective where cooling costs significantly outweigh heating costs. • ENERGY STAR® qualified and Cool Roof Rating
Council (CRRC®) certified • Leads the industry in single-ply membrane reflectivity • Long-term reductions in cooling costs

ROOFING SYSTEM WARRANTY
An NDL warranty offers the best protection for the building owner by covering workmanship of the contractor for the length of
the warranty. However, a roofing system warranty is a two-way street. There is an expectation the building owner performs
regular maintenance to the new roofing system. That maintenance includes: • Inspecting the roofing system twice a year, once
in the spring and again in the fall and after every major storm • Keeping the roof surface clean of debris, especially at drain
areas to avoid clogging • Preventing the discharge of hazardous chemical, petroleum products and animal fats onto the roof
membrane • Providing walkways if regular roof traffic is required • Reporting leaks to the manufacturer when they are first
discovered • Notifying the manufacturer when changes are made to the roof • Using a warranty eligible contractor to work on
the warranty system
With a Mule-Hide NDL, MHP does whatever it takes to repair a leak. NDL roofing system warranties are available in 10-, 15-, 20and 30-year terms. Square-foot price increases based on the length of the term.
A Mule-Hide NDL roof system warranty is: • Available for up to 30-year terms • Only installed by trained and qualified
contractors • Inspected by Mule-Hide before issued • Available with enhancements for increased wind speed and hail
protection • Includes all Mule-Hide accessories such as drains and edge metal at no additional cost

Workmanship
Mule Hide Certified Contractor Warranty covers both workmanship and materials. Customers who have a Mule Hide Certified
warranty make just one call - to Mule Hide - to discuss warranty concerns or to set up 24/7 emergency service.
Customization
We tailor warranty language to your specific concerns and provide a transferable warranty* as properties change ownership. We
offer multiyear warranties and warranty extensions. If you need a specialized warranty, just ask us.
Thermoplastic Polyolefin (TPO) and Poly Vinyl Chloride (PVC) are thermoplastic roof systems that are both white and highly
reflective roof membranes. These roofs provide excellent weathering characteristics and are highly resistant to ultraviolet light
and most chemicals. The membranes have a reinforced scrim and are puncture and tear resistant. Thermoplastic roofs have
outstanding seam strength due to the fact the sheets are welded together using hot air. These types of roof systems are
lightweight and well suited for second generation (roof-over) applications.

What are TPO and PVC?
These roof systems are synthetic substances that are softened when heated but harden upon cooling. These roof membranes are
single-ply and can be installed using a variety of methods including mechanical attachment, point-affixed and fully adhered.
Benefits of TPO and PVC
Flexible protection.
TPO Roof Systems
TPO membranes are made with a co-polymerized rubber that allows them greater flexibility in cold climates. This membrane is
best recognized for having the benefits of EPDM and PVC systems, at a more economical cost. TPO membranes are white and
highly-reflective, making them an excellent choice for those looking to reduce energy costs. In addition to being ENERGY STAR
rated, TPO’s recyclability makes it an environmentally conscious system. Additionally, TPO roofs are durable and resist dirt,
bacteria and debris build-up making them highly resistant to tears, punctures and impact damage.
PVC Roof Systems
First installed in the early 1960’s, PVC was the industry’s answer to the oil crisis, as it was the first membrane to contain half of the
fossil fuels normally used in system manufacturing. Engineers discovered that adding additional solid plasticizers to the PVC
membrane allowed for additional weatherability and flexibility, where the membrane alone would be more susceptible to
seasonal climate changes. To this day, PVC membranes remain incredibly versatile, chemical resistant and are highly
recommended for roof-over projects. They are available in a variety of colors, thicknesses, widths, and reinforcements, making
them an excellent option for almost any roofing project.
Along with the environmental benefit of using (fewer) fossil fuels in the manufacturing process, PVC is highly reflective/UV
resistant, making the membrane an energy efficient option for warmer climates.
Why choose S & H Roofing. We are A MULE HIDE MFG. CERTIFIED TPO ROOF CONTRACTOR.
Workmanship is more important to a good Roof system than the materials themselves. Our mission is to keep our customers'
buildings watertight, protect their properties and employees, all in concert with regular business operations. From inspection and
installation to repairs and maintenance, we focus on workmanship and attention to detail, providing you a peace of mind with our
MULE HIDE MFG NO DOLLAR LIMIT WARRANTY that is backed by a multi-million dollar provision. Our dedicated service and
production crews attend mandatory safety and installation training on a regular basis. This means your projects are OSHA
compliant and completed by experienced, specialized experts every time.
Fast Fact: TPO roofs are the second most installed flat roofs in America.
TPO roofs are generally attached in 3 different ways: fully adhered, mechanically fastened, or ballasted. The material is laid
onto your roof from large rolls that can vary in length and thickness. Any seams in between rolls are welded together for watertight protection.
Some of the benefits of TPO roofing include:


It is the greenest, environmentally friendly single-ply roof material out there.



It’s flexible in both high and low temperatures.



It is puncture resistant.



It’s UV resistant, which lowers heating and cooling costs.



It’s resistant to chemicals.



It has very strong seams.

If these are some of the things you are looking for in a new roof, TPO roofing membranes might be right for you.
Here at S & H Roofing, we offer TPO roof installation alongside a host of other services. For more information, please give us a
call at (888) 865-3786 Or Local (205) 223-4875.

Is the roof system on your commercial building requiring replacement or repair? As a commercial roofer you can count on S & H
Roofing. An through training and a significant amount of experience. From Replacement to Repairs, our roofing teams can
assist you with all your commercial roofing needs. We offer various commercial roofing types, such as TPO and PVC, as well as a
wide variety of others. Using quality materials and state-of-the-art tools, we are able to offer excellent installation, as well as
repair and replacement service for your commercial roofing. When you are searching for a reliable commercial roofing
Company that offers high-quality services at an affordable price, call us at (888)865-3786 to begin!

Professional Commercial Roofing Company
Flat Roof Membrane, As well as Metal & shingle roofs are all common examples of commercial roof types. Each of our roofing
options is stocked with a large selection of colors, textures, and options, to make sure our clients can find the exact style they
are searching for. Though the lifespan of your roof will be dependent on the roofing materials, many of our roofs can be
expected to perform more than 30 years with proper maintenance and care. We can help our clients with nearly any type of
commercial roof service, from Replacement to Roofing Repairs. Below we have supplied a shortened list of the commercial
roofing services we offer. If you are interested in learning more, when you require a new commercial roofing solution or repairs
for your existing commercial roofing Give us a Call (888)865-3786 for further information or To set up an appointment with one
of our professional. We are a roofing company who offers affordable and reliable commercial roofing in Alabama, as well as
Georgia, Tennessee, Mississippi, S & H Roofing. Is committed to offering top quality commercial roof services at an affordable
cost, and we look forward to serving your business! Give us a Call (888)865-3786

TPO Roofing
The S & H Roofing is a Commercial Roofing Contractor in Alabama that are qualified in exceptional TPO roof installations for
commercial structures. This popular roofing material can bring tons of benefits to commercial customers, but before they can
receive these perks, it’s crucial to employ a roofing contractor who is experienced and Certified licensed to provide TPO roof
installations on commercial buildings. We not only offer commercial structures with TPO roof installations, but we will also make
sure your roofing system is totally protected and entirely working with our upgrades and inspections. If you are looking for a
roofing contractor that will offer dependable and cost-effective TPO roofing in Alabama & Surrounding States, what you have
to do is pick up the phone and call (888)865-3786 or Local (205)223-4875 for a MULE HIDE MFG. CERTIFIED TPO ROOF SERVICE.
The Perks of TPO Roofing for Commercial Buildings
A multitude of commercial structures have already made the change to TPO roofs, and one of the greatest reasons for that is they
can decrease heating and cooling spending and in turn save money. Bigger buildings take a great deal to heat and chill, so a TPO
roofing system is beneficial, as it lets business proprietors to lower energy costs. The individuals who manufactured TPO roofing
wanted to ensure this material was able to soak up warmth in cooler seasons for greater protection and reflect heat in hotter
temperatures to have cooler air inside. Not only are they really energy efficient, they are water resistant, green materials, costeffective, and durable, making them a great roof for office structure proprietors. Decrease your energy bills and get security in
your commercial building with TPO roofing installations if you call today at (888)865-3786 or Local (205)223-4875, for greater
roofing service
The professional roofing contractor at S & H Roofing are committed to supplying commercial buildings with superior TPO roof
installations. We specialize in MULE HIDE TPO roof installations and can also deliver repairs on roofing damages. We need our
clients to be thoroughly satisfied with our roofing services and we guarantee this by installing a MULE HIDE MFG. CERTIFIED TPO
ROOF SYSTEM correctly the first time. Ready to set up an appointment for TPO roofing in ALABAMA or one of the Surrounding
States? Call S & H Roofing. today at (888)865-376 or local (205)223-4875 for roofing services

TPO roofing material is highly versatile, read on to find out if it’s right for your roof!
TPO Easy to Install
First, a great benefit of a Mule-Hide TPO Roofing System is that it can be installed quickly and economically. UL and FM listed
assemblies are available upon request. All the accessories you need to complete roof details around edges and penetrations are
also stocked locally.

Energy Efficient Roofs
White surfaces have been shown to reflect up to 78% of the sun’s rays to reduce air-conditioning costs. The superb reflectivity of
white TPO even reduces the heat build-up under the membrane.
TPO Lifecycle
TPO roofing material provides excellent resistance to fire, UV, airborne bacteria, and industrial pollutants such as air-conditioning
coolants. A plus for the environment, TPO contains no chlorine.
Lower Labor Cost
Available in widths of 6’ 8′, 10′, and 12′, TPO allows for fewer seams. This means fewer labor costs when compared to standard
PVC sheets.
TPO is Thick
With more product on top of the scrim where you need it most, TPO is one of the thickest top plies in the industry.
TPO is Strong
TPO roofing material keeps moisture out yet is lightweight. This makes it ideal for new construction and retrofit installations
without adding excessive weight to the roof deck. That’s not all, TPO can handle the desert sun, sand, arctic freezes, and torrential
downpours. It stands up to rooftop traffic, tools, equipment and more.
TPO Offers Great Flexibility
Another key point of TPO roofing material is its flexibility. Furthermore, the membrane retains its flexibility even in hot and cold
temperatures so, it will not split or crack.
TPO Roofing Material Is Repairable
Last but certainly not least, TPO membranes remain repairable year after year, allowing for ease of future cutouts, alterations, and
tie-ins. As a matter of fact, TPO is cleanable to retain a like-new appearance.
Is A TPO Roof Right For You?
If your business would like to schedule an estimate for a TPO roof repair or replacement, please call S & H Roofing at (888)8653786 Or Local (205)223-4875 No matter what type of roof you choose, you can trust our team of professionals at S & H Roofing
Our highly trained and experienced employees can skillfully complete roofing projects for commercial businesses and residential
customers alike.

